Main activities

60 M turnover spread on three different fields: from oenology to marinas and tourism

A family-run business in its fourth generation

Sugherificio Molinas
Mondial Capsule
Verona’s branch
Deutch’s branch
Argentina’s branch
Sugherificio Portital in Portugal

Marina di Porto Rotondo
Porto Marana
Portus Karalis (Cagliari)
Cantieri Olbia costa smeralda
Porto di Bosa
Porto di Cala Bitta

Tourism

Hotel Petra Bianca
Hotel Sporting
Hotel Marana
Residence Baia Santa Reparata
Residence La Pineta
Numbers

50,000
SM
OF INDUSTRY

2 MNL
CORK STOPPERS A DAY

300 QT
OF CORK BARK
PROCESSED EVERY DAY

100
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

9 MLN €
INVESTMENTS PLANNED
IN 2019

40 MLN €
TURNOVER OF THE
YEAR 2017

300
EMPLOYEES
IN THE CORK FACTORY
(700 FOR THE GROUP
DURING SUMMER SEASON)
Our cork oak stands

8,000 HECTARES BETWEEN SARDINIA AND MAREMMATOSCAN

40 CORK HARVESTERS

Ecosystem allowing the survival of hundreds animal and vegetable species.

WATCH THE VIDEO ON CORK HARVESTING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSm-6mvnkQ&t=5s
Sales network

70
SERVED COUNTRIES

15
EXCLUSIVE RETAILERS IN THE WORLD
Romania • Slovakia • Perú
Chile • Israel • China • Australia
Czech Republic • ...

4
BRANCHES
Argentina • Portogallo
Germania • Verona

18
SALES MEN IN ITALY
Organoleptic selection of the cork planks

Quality Control

Internal laboratory

Our cork factory is supported by a laboratory with a team of skilled technicians carrying out a work of control, research and development. Through sensory and physico-chemical analyses achieved thanks to the most advanced technologies, the controls carried out involve the whole chain of the manufacturing process: from the cork bark harvesting up to the finished product.